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Abstract 
"Every continuous map f Sn + Bn, n E M, takes identical values on a pair of antipodal 
points" Thls is the well known Borsuk-Ulam theorem The maln aim of this project is to provide 
an algebraic proof this theorem by using projective algebraic sets In fact, we prove a more general 
form of Borsuk-Ulam theorem called the Borsuk's Nullstellensatz (see (4 2)) by establish~ng ~ t s  
equivalence w~th the real algebraic Nullstellensatz (see (4 4) and (10 3)) 
The proof of Borsuk-Ulam theorem for the case n = 1 is an easy applicahon of the mterrne- 
d~ate value theorem The case n = 2 is already non-tnvial and its needs the concept of the fi~st 
fundamental group which was Introduced by Poincar6 The general case is usually proved by uslng 
higher homology groups 
Our proof of the real algebraic Nullstellensatz is elementary and uses standard definitions and basic 
properties of Poincarb senes, projective dimension and multiplicity of (standard) graded algebras 
over a field From these considerabons our proof of the real algebraic Nullstellensatz only uses the 
fundamental property of the real numbers, namely every odd degree polynormal over the field of 
real numbers has a real root We say a field K is a 2 - f I e I d if every odd degree polynormal over 
K has a root m K Therefore the real algebraxc Nullstellensatz can be generalized to an arbitrary 
2-field K More precrsely, we prove the following 
(10 2)Theorem(Projective Nul ls te l lensatz  over  a 2-field) Let A beastandardgraded 
algebra over a 2-field K of projechve hmenslon d 2 0 wlth odd mult~plicity e and fl, , f, E A 
be homogeneous elements of odd degree wrth r 5 d Then fl, , fr have a common zero m the 
projective space PA (K) of A over K, I e 
Further lf A is an integral domain and f E A 1s a homogeneous element such that f (t) = 0 for 
every T E BA(K) then f = 0 
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